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USD/ZAR Exchange rate:
usd/zar
dollar index
gold
Oil brent

Previous week
16.55
106.58
1767.16

This week
16.99
108.15
1752.87

% Change
2.66
1.47
0.81

102.41

97.48

4.81

* Down * Up
The rand is trading at R16.99 this morning 44 cents weaker in the last week. The rand’s troubles have been
exacerbated in the last week as global markets continue to fret over the possibility of a recession. This in
turn has led to massive dollar demand which in turn continues to put pressure on emerging market
currencies. All eyes will now be on the US CPI due later today. Forecast is 8.8% for June which is a 40-year
high. Any number higher than this will likely lead to further dollar strength.
Locally, state power utility Eskom’s inability to provide electricity supply continues to be the main driver of
the risk of sentiment. There have however been positive developments with unions and Eskom agreeing on
a 7% wage increase. Workers have started to return which in turn will start to provide some sort of
normality to the situation as units come into production and much needed maintenance continues. This
has also prompted President Cyril Ramaphosa to announce that major reforms are likely to be put in place.
The cutting of red tape for electricity generation to get the utility out of the mess it finds itself in, be very
positive in the longer term as this is seen as the country’s biggest inabilities towards higher growth.
Moving averages
50-day R15.99
100-day R15.52
200-day R15.46
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Soya bean meal:
Soya bean meal for Jul 2022 is currently trading at 478.2 dollars per short ton up 20.1 dollars in the last
week. Nearby contracts continue to push higher because of demand as well as the lower oil prices. The
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) released the World Agricultural Supply and Demand
Estimates (WASDE) yesterday. Soya beans acreage estimates are lower with yields unchanged and
production lower at 4.505 billion bushels down from 4.64 for June. US Ending stocks are higher at 0.215
billion bushels up from 0.205 for June. World ending stocks is up from 86.15 million tons in June to 88.73
million tons in July for the 2021/2022 year. World ending stocks is unchanged at 100.46 million tons in July
for the 2022/2023 year same as previous estimate.

Aug 2022 is trading at 425.0
Moving averages
50-day 430.4
100-day 443.7
200-day 409.0
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Argentine soya bean meal premiums:
Arg Premiums
Sellers

Buyers

change
sellers

change
buyer

Aug 22

+5

-4

14

15

Sep 22

+27

+18

13

12

Oct
22/Dec 22

No Sellers

+30

* Down * Up

Freight:
Freight

May 22
shipment
Jun 22
shipment
Jul 22
shipment
Aug 22
shipment
Sep 22
shipment

Previous
week

This week

change

83

83

-

83

83

-

83

83

-

83

83

-

83

83

-

* Down * Up
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Local Meal Price:
Soya oil cake meal 46% protein
Date:

2022/07/13

USD/ZAR

16,99

Inco Term:
fca reef
Packaging:
bulk
Payment Terms: 7 days from invoice
Subject to final confirmation. Prices excl VAT

Jul-22
Aug-22
Sep-22
Oct-22
Nov-22
Dec-22
Jan-23
Feb-23
Oct-20

R10 349
R10 381
R10 405
R10 377
R10 407
R10 434
R10 457
R10 484
R8 600

Note: Prices above are merely for research purposes.

Jun-22
Jul-22
Aug-22
Sep-22
Oct-22
Nov-22
Dec-22
Jan-23
* Down * Up

previous week
this week change
R10 127
R10 349 R222
R10 162
R10 381 R219
R10 189
R10 405 R216
R10 217
R10 377 R160
R10 250
R10 407 R157
R10 279
R10 434 R155
R10 312
R10 457 R145
R10 343
R10 484 R141
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Local market:
White maize
Yellow Maize
Wheat
Sunflower
Soya
* Down * Up

Jul-22
R4 443
R4 395
R7 691
R10 517
R8 463

Sep-22
R4 481
R4 457
R7 628
R10 667
R8 586

Dec-22
R4 539
R4 535
R7 327
R10 869
R8 748

Jul 2022 change in the last week
R162
R149
R136
R193
R173

Sep 2022 change in the last week
R159
R154
R168
R197
R161

Dec 2022 change in the last week
R167
R165
R223
R209
R189

Jul 2022 Yellow maize:
Moving averages
50-day
100-day
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Weather:

Available at: https://www.wpc.ncep.noaa.gov/qpf/p168i.gif?1633499969

Midwest:
Spotty showers went through the Midwest over the weekend, but many areas were missed. Even with
decent showers in some areas over the last week, dryness and drought continue to build in sections of the
region. A front sagging through the region this week will only provide isolated shower chances. Another
front moves through with limited showers this coming weekend. But again, showers will be streaky, leaving
many areas dry. Hotter temperatures will also spread through the region between fronts, adding to some
stresses throughout the region.
Southern Plains:
Hot temperatures and spotty showers moved through the Central and Southern Plains over the weekend.
Cooler temperatures will move into the region for a few days as a cold front brings a few isolated showers
through, but heat will return by the end of the week and hotter and drier conditions are expected for the
rest of the month.
Northern Plains:
Scattered showers went through the Northern Plains over the weekend, which brought strong wind gusts,
but some areas were missed. After a brief cooldown early this week, warmer temperatures will move back
into the region by the weekend, with heat likely lasting the rest of the month. Most areas have good soil
moisture so far this summer but chances for precipitation are becoming more frequent north of the border
than through the region.
Pacific North West:
Soil moisture continues to be favourable for most of the Pacific Northwest, though it is declining in Idaho.
However, no significant showers are forecast for the next couple of weeks. Crop conditions should be on
more of a downward trajectory over the next few weeks, though prospects are much improved over last
year.
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Delta:
Spotty showers moved through some areas of the Delta over the weekend, but also brought some strong
wind gusts in a few places. A front sagging through the region will produce a few showers later this week.
And it's possible the stalling front could produce additional showers. However, dryness, drought, and
declining soil moisture continue to be issues for the region.

Available at: http://wxmaps.org/pix/prec8

BRAZIL:
Favourable weather continues for both corn harvest and wheat development overall in Brazil. Periods of
showers will move through Rio Grande do Sul this week, favouring vegetative wheat, though temperatures
will waffle above and below normal.
Argentina:
Waves of colder temperatures and limited showers continue to have a negative impact on winter wheat
establishment in southern Argentina. Some spotty showers will be possible late this week and weekend
with a stronger system but may be in the form of snow with the cold that moves in with it
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Available at:http://weatherphotos.co.za/rain_wxmaps_sixdays.html

South Africa:
The interior is forecasted mainly dry throughout the week and weekend with some light activities along the
southern coastal areas Thursday. Note images above. Next frontal event is forecasted from Monday
through Thursday next week. Rain is forecasted in the Cape Province, Northern cape and along the
southern coastal areas. Sub-Zero conditions are forecasted early mornings throughout the week and
weekend. Frost is expected in parts of the central and eastern interior. There is no snow forecasted in the
10-day period.
Above compiled by Dirk J Fourie from RMD
Acknowledgement:
SAWB/GRADS/NASS/DTN/AWB/CWB/Intellicast/FNMOC/Unisys/DTN/NOAA/YR/KBWS/Wunderground/TWC/WordPress/WXRisk/Drovers/TWC/AGBoM/w
eather/Accuweather/spc/NOAA/soybeansandcorn/Windy/agrimoney/agweb/blacksea grain/ec.europa.eu/timeanddate/yr/myweather2/meteox/meteo
blue/intellicast/iweathar

Available at: file:///C:/Users/User/Downloads/rmddailyweather%20(21).pdf
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Important Publication dates:
Important Publication dates:
WASDE ( World agriculural supply and demand estimates)
CEC (Crop estimatre committee)
SAGIS (South African Grain Information Service) Monthly Whole Grain Data
SAGIS (South African Grain Information Service) Monthly Product Data

27-Jul
26-Jul

12-Aug
30-Aug
25-Aug
05-Aug

12-Sep
28-Sep
27-Sep
02-Sep

12-Oct
26-Oct
25-Oct
07-Oct

09-Nov
29-Nov
25-Nov
04-Nov

09-Dec
21-Dec
23-Dec
02-Dec
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